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The form of rock slopes in tropical limestone and
their associations with rock mass strength
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Zusammenfassung. Untersucht wurden die Formen von Felshangen in einem Karstgebiet der Tropen.
Die Untersuchungen warm in der Napier-Kette, einem oberdevonischen Riffkomplex mit Kalkstotzen,
im Kimberley-Gebiet Westaustraliens konzentriert. Sieben verschiedene charakteristische Hangformen
wurden in diesem Gebiet verzeichnet. Ein Minimum von drei Profilen wurde fur jeden Hangtyp analysiert, wobei ein Hohen-Langen-Integral verwendet wurde. Eine Klassifikation der Gesteinsharte wurde
fur jedes vermessene Profil aufgestellt. Solche Gesteinsharte-Klassifikation war bisher fur tropische Kalkhange noch nicht durchgefuhrt worden. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dan durch die Sammlung der Daten fur
einzelnc Hangeinheiten entlang eines Profiles Beziehungen uber die Profilform und die geomechanischen
Charakteristika, wie sie durch die Gesteinsharte bestimmt sind, gezogen wcrden konnen. Ein Kontinuum
der Hangprofile wurde fur die Napier Range definiert, und innerhalb des Kontinuums wurde die Bedeutung spezifischer Gesteinsharte-Werte fiir die Bestimmung der rbmlichen Variationen der Hangformen
identifiziert.

Summary. The form of rock slopes has been studied in a tropical limestone environment. Investigations
have concentrated on the Napier Range, an upper Devonian fringing and barrier reef complex, in the
Kimberley region of Western Australia. Seven different characteristic slope forms occur along the Range.
A minimum of three profiles have been analysed for each type of slope, using a height-length integral. A
rock mass classification has been completed on each surveyed transect. The rock mass classification
technique has not been previously applied to tropical limestone slopes. Results indicate that by aggregating data for individual slope units along a profile, associations can be drawn between profle shape and the
geomechanical characteristics of the rock mass as determined by its mass strength. A continuum of slope
profile types has been defined for the Napier Range and within the continuum, the importance of specific
rock mass properties in determining spatial variations in slope form have been identified.
RisumL.. La forme de versants rocheux sur calcare a it6 itudiies dans un environnement tropical. Les
recherches ont it6 concentries sur le Napier Range, un complexe de ricifs frangeants et de recifs barrikres
du Divonien supirieur, dans la region de Kimberley dans I'Ouest dc l'Austra11c. Trois profils au moins
ont et6 itudies pour chaque type de versant. La technique de classification de .rock mass* n'avait pas i t 6
appliquie antirieurement aux versants tropicaux calca~res.Les rksultats montrent que, en collationnant les
donnies pour des portions de versants le long d'un profil, des corrilations positives existent entre la forme
du profil et les caractiristiques de *rock mass,, telles qu'elles sont diterminkes leur <massstrengthn. Un
continuum de types de profils de versant a it6 difini pour le Nap~erRange, et i l'intirieur de ce
continuum, I'importance des propriites de -rock massn spicifique a it6 mise en hidence en diterminant
des variations spatiales de forme de versant.
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Introduction
Slope profile forms are frequently described in geomorphology but thc descriptions
are seldom quantitative. Even when some form of numerical characterisation is used,
it tends to be based on simple variations in mcasured slope angles, such as gradient
frequency distribution (see STRAHLER1956, YOUNG1970, for example). Some quantitative measurements rely on the notion that slope profiles are comprised of a
sequence of separate units (YOUNG1971, for example) but as C o x (1981) points out,
all of these analysis techniques have weaknesses. Consequently it is often difficult to
make com arisons between different slope profiles in anything other than general
(1988) notes that the description of hillslopes in purely
terms. In eed PARSONS
qualitative terms is open to mis-interpretation and does not allow accurate comparisons.
Equally rare are studies which relate slope profile form to the eomechanical
properties of the rock mass. PARSONS
(1988) argues that this is partly ecause slopes
cut in unconsolidated deposits lend themselves more readily to the analysis of form
in geomechanical terms than d o those cut in hard rock. Recent progress has been
made in relating slope form to rock roperties through the develo ment of rock mass
strength classifications. One of the est known rock mass strengt classifications for
geomorphic purposes was outlined by SELBY(1980). The original classification
& PARSONS
1987) to improve
scheme has been modified (MOON 1984, ABRAHAMS
the accuracy of the results but its basis remains fundamentally unchanged.
Previous a plications of SELBY'Srock mass classification use data which have
been collected or individual slope units, with a characteristic inclination and upper
and lower boundaries at changes in angle (SELBY1980,1982, MOON1984,1986). The
rock mass strength value for each slope unit has been lotted against the slope angle
for that unit, measured in degrees. There are no pub lshed studies which quantitatively describe the overall shape of a slo c profile and use the rock mass classification
technique to establish a relationship fetween form and material properties. Past
studies using the rock mass classification technique have been located in a range of
environments, including hot arid (SELBY1982a), polar and himid temperate (SELBY
1980) regions. A variety of landforms have been examined including scarp slopes
(MOON & SELBY1983), buttressed slopes (SELBY1982b) and inselbergs (SELBY
1982a). N o work has yet been undertaken on limestone slopes in tropical environments.
This study has four objectives:
1. quantify visible differences in slope profile form in a tropical limestone environment, where climate and lithology
-. are essentially uniform;
2. apply the rock mass classification technique developed by Selby in an environment
where it has not been used before;
3. compare
the data for this study with previously
reported results;
.
4. consider whether rock material properties, as determined by the rock mass classification technique, can be used to explain quantified variations in slope profile form.
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Fig. 1. Location of the Napier Range.

The study area
The Napier Range (fig. 1) is located at approximately 17OS, 125OE and forms part of
the Kimberley region of Western Australia. The area is tropical with Koppen BSwh
type, semi-arid monsoonal rainfall. Precipitation is highly seasonal with 85% falling
between October and March. Mean annual totals ran e between 639 mm and 759
mm (MILLS& ADAM1986). Temperatures are high t roughout the year with the
highest mean daily maximum occuring in December (39.3 "C) and the lowest mean
daily maximum occuring in July (31.2 "C). The hi hest temperatures result in an
average potential evaporation of around 3400 mm (C ass A pan evaporation determinations).
The Napier Range is one of six main hysiographic regions in the west Kimberley, which have been described in a num er of recent publications (WRIGHT1964,
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PLAYFORD
& LOWRY1966, DERRICK
& PLAYFORD
1973, HANCOCK
& RUTLAND
et al. 1988) The Napiers, part of the Fitzroy Ranges, rise
1984, SPATH1987, OLLIER
abruptly from the Napier Plains (DERRICK& PLAYFORD
1973), which comprise a
large area of black, sandy soil, studded with small hills and underlain by Archaean
phyllitic siltstones and sandstones. O n a larger scale, the Napier Range forms
the Canning Basin (TOWNER
& GIBSON1983). The Range is an exhumed,
dissected, Devonian fringing and barrier reef complex, which is nearly 110
and in places is more than 5 km wide (JENNINGS & SWEETING
1963, PLAYFORD
&
LOWRY1966). The reef rew along the southern margin of the Kimberley block,
which formed the main and shore in u per Devonian times. The Ran e trends
approximately northeast to southwest. T e surrounding plains have an a titude of
approximately 90 m - 100 m above sea level, with the rock outcrop reaching altitude
of 190 m.
Five criteria make the Napier Range ideal for a study of this nature.
1. The spatial limits of the outcrop are clearly defined and access is afforded to all
parts of the Range.
2. Climate is uniform throughout the area and can thus be controlled between sites as
a variable influencing landform development.
3. The entire Ran e has developed in Devonian limestone. Three lithological components have been i entified, representing the fore-reef, main-reef and back-reef facies
of the original reef deposition. Th spatial extent of each unit has been accurately
mapped (DERRICK& PLAYFORD
1973). The Windjana limestone is the main-reef
facies. It com rises yellow and white, massive algal and stromatoporoid limestone,
which is part y dolomitised. Initial porosity was rapidly destroyed by precontemoraneous submarine cementation (PLAYFORD
1980). The Pillara limestone is the
gack-reef facies, comprising shallow shelf lagoon deposits. Much of the Pillara limestone has been eroded away but outcrops remain on the north side of the Range
between Yammera Gap and Windjana Gorge. The Napier formation is the most
extensive of the three units and com rises the fore-reef and inter-reef facies, which
are essentially talus sediments erode from the growing reef and deposited against it
on the seaward side.
4. Differences in some of the rock characteristics which are important in rock mass
classification terms can be identified between the main limestone units and because
each unit has been mapped, variations in the important rock properties can be linked
to both the litholo~y
-, and also to the spatial variations in slope form.
5. Seven distinctive slope profile types, termed here types A to F, can be identified
along the Napier Range (table 1). The visual differences have been described previously (ALLISON
& GOUDIE,in press) but variations in morphology have not been
explained in geomechanical terms.
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Data acquisition
Data collection employed standard techniques. The distribution of each of the slope
profile types was recorded. A minimum of three profiles were surveyed for each
slope type, using an Abney level (YOUNG1972, 1974). Changes in slope angle were
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recorded over a fixed distance of 5 m, to minimise the influence of micro-topography
(GERRARD
& ROBINSON
1971). Each transect was marked out at 90" to the direction
of the Range and measurements were recorded starting at the base of the slo e. AS
each profile was recorded, individual slope units were identified using the gui elines
outlined by SELBY(1982~).At all sites low angle, rock cut pediments extend out on to
the surrounding plain. In theory, to survey a complete slope profile, recordings
would have been taken across the pediment to a natural base leve such as a river. In
practise this would have involved recording many slope angles of no more than 1' or
2", over a number of kilometers at all the sites. Consequently the lower limit of each
profile was taken to be that point where the angle of the rock cut pediment first
exceeds 10" as the Range is a proached. This maintained between site sample uniformity and eliminated potentia errors in analysis which might have arisen from simply
taking a random number of readings across the pediment beyond the Range proper.
The crest of each slope profile was identified as the highest point across the
Range. Some of the surveyed transects have 5 m sections with negative angles. This
occured for a variety of reasons. Type Ai slopes, for exam le, have large talus
boulders at the base of the free face and occasional Abney leve readings were taken
down behind a block before the main cliff was reached. With type C slopes,on the
other hand, the flat inter-range area included low value ne ative angles. In total 22
slope profiles were measured. Their location is marked in ig. 2.
Rock mass strength data were collected for each of the slope units identified
during the Abney level survey. Some profiles, such as Ty e A slopes, have only one
unit. Others, such as type F slopes, have up to 14 dif erent sections. Data were
collected for intact rock strength, the state of weatherin , joint s acing, joint orientation, joint width, joint continuity and the outflow o groun water (SELBY1980).
Forty Schmidt Hammer readings were taken at each site to determine intact rock
strength using the guidelines outlined by DAY& GOUDIE
(1977). The rock joint data
were collected as part of a detailed discontinuity survey. At each sample point a 30 m
tape was laid at 90" to the strike of bedding. The characteristics of the discontinuities
were systematically recorded along each line, to determine a representative value for
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Fig. 2. Sampling points used in this study.
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Table 1
Details of the Napier Range slope
profile types.
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each parameter. Care was taken to collect an adequate sample size because critical
discontinuity characteristics can only be identified if sufficient information is present
(HUDSON
& PRIEST1983). There were no visible signs of groundwater movement at
any site.
It is important to note that under SELBY'Srock mass classification scheme it is
always assumed that joint infill has a negative effect on overall results. Evidence from
the Napier Range suggests that this is not necessarily the case. At some sites joint
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infill is heavily cemented, increasing the de ree of cross-joint contact. In these circumstances, it seems likely that infill raises t e appropriate rock mass strength parameter, resulting in a greater total value for the slope unit.

8,

Results
The results are presented in three stages:
1. analysis and description of the slope transects;
2. calculation of the rock mass strength values and comparison of the results with
data from other studies;
3. identification of the extent to which aggre ate rock mass strength data for a slope
profile can be used to explain variations in s ope form.

'i

Slope profiles
Measured slope angles were transformed to their respective sines before analysis.
Although in geomor h010 y slopes are usually measured in degrees, there are some
distinct advantages 1.f' profi es are analysed as sines of angles. Firstly, sine has a direct
mechanical interpretation. The down-slope component of the weight of soil and rock
particles, for example, is roportional to the sine of the angle. Secondly, the increment for each measured ength along a slo e profile is proportional to the sine. A
mean of all the sines for a profile is there ore a geometrically correct measure of
profile steepness. Thirdly, sine is a concave-up function of angle for the range zero to
ninety degrees. Consequently strings of sines in sequence, such as those recorded in
hillslope rofile surveys, are less 'S ikey'. In addition, the frequency distributions of
sines are ess skewed than those o angles, making statistical analysis more straightforward. These advantages are particularly important when there is a substantial
.
number
of high angles in a slope profile, as is the case with may of the transect along
the Napier Range.
The 22 slope profiles were analysed using a height-length inte ral developed by
KENNEDY(1967, 1969) for measuring slope shape, termed here the ennedy parame&
ter or ken.par. The arameter, which was more widely publicised by CHORLEY
KENNEDY(1971), is t e area below the slope profile as a function of the bounding rest
angle that is defined by the height (largest vertical co-ordinate minus smallest vertical
co-ordinate) and length of the slope (largest horizontal co-ordinate minus smallest
horizontal co-ordinate). The integral thus varies between zero and one. Perfectlv
straight slopes have a 6en.par val; of 0.5. Increasingly concave slopes have ken.p&
values tending towards 0.0 and increasingly convex slopes have ken.par values tending towards 1.0. The kennedy parameter is thus an index of profile curvature. It
should be noted that there are exce tions to the above definition. Symmetrical
concavo-convex or convexo-concave s opes also have a ken.par value of 0.5. Profile
plots and sketch diagrams must therefore always be used when interpreting ken.par
results.
Slope profile sketch diagrams are shown in table 1, the surveyed transects are
presented in fig. 3 and the kennedy paramter results are given in table 2. There is a
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~ramecl Number of Mesn slopc
5m lengths
an&
lumber

44
21
27
33
40
31
26
29
27
32
52
79
76
26
23
27
50
62
54
43
43
39

A1
A2
A3

A4
Ail
Ai2

4 3
B1
B2
B3
C1

C2
c3
D1
D2
D3

El
E2
E3
F1

Table 2
Kennedy parameter
results for the slope profiles.

m
F3

20.1
23.5
23.7
23.7
226
17.6
21.8
17.4
12.8
18.6
13.8
13.9
8.4
17.4
20.1
21.3
4.8
10.1
4.8
4.5
7.5
5.1

Mean sine
slope angle

Madmum
angle

parameter

0.270
0.323
0.283
0.287
0.332
0.262
0.316
0.276
0.223
0.289
0.206
0.212
0.113
0.278
0.294
0.336
0.082
0.170
0.083
0.079
0.125
0.087

76
72
86
87
71
68
69
58
78
82
81
73
85
64
79
72
29
53
44

0.109
0.105
0.035
0.071
0.155
0.142
0.148
0.243
0.431
0.294
0.339
0.334
0.404
0.357
0.366
0.260
0.673
0.589
0.562
0.594
0.532
0.524

10
40
20

kennedy

trend from convex to concave ~rofilesalthough the majority, 16 out of 22, are
concave. The convex rofiles are only just above the ken.par threshold of 0.5 and
two of the results are c ose to 0.5, suggesting that the curvature of the basal concavity
of concave
is balanced by that of the to slope
slopes and the results show t at most
while mean angles are much lower for
1) and profile plots (fig. 3) show, type
the C profiles can not
basically a type D and upper half a t
location and characbe analysed in the same way that t
teristics are a roduct of the juxtaposition of different limestone units within the
Range, rather t an particular variations in the rock mass properties. It was therefore
decided to calculate the ken.par value for the type C slopes but not to compare form
with rock mass strength.
Specific details emerge if the ken. ar results for each profile type are considered.
Ty e A slopes are the most concave o all those surveyed, with ken.par values of 0.1
or ess. One of the type A profiles is highly concave, and the other two have almost
equally extreme k e n . ~ a rresults. The kenpar results for Ai slopes are not as low as
they are for the type A profiles. This is because the talus at the base of type Ai
rofiles reduces the de ree of concavity at the toe of the slope. There is no overlap
fetween the A and Ai s ope profile ken.par values and the results for the other slope
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Fig. 3. Plots of the slope profile types A to F.

t es, suggesting both a similarity of form for the A and Ai profiles and a significant
Jkerence between them and the other slopes along the Napier Range.
The B slopes have higher k e n . ~ a rresults than the type A and Ai
indicating reduced concavity. The visual form of the B slopes suggests re atively
straight profiles but this is not the case. The ken.par results can be explained by the
vertical rock step which separates the toe slope pediment from the rock outcrop
proper, the flattening off of the profiles towards the crest of the slope and irregularities along the profiles which include negative angles. The two ty e B slo es
with the greatest mean sine values also have the lowest ken.par results, in icatmg t at
higher mean slope angles are associated with the greatest de ree of concavity. The C
slopes (fig. 3d) tend towards concavo-convex forms but the en.par values are dominated by two free face sections, reflecting the com ound nature of the profiles.
There is similarity between the ken.par resu ts for the B, C and D profiles,
making a second sub-group. Divisions can be identified within the sub-group. Type
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Table 3

Rock mass strength data.

Profile
number

data

W

A1

mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value

A2

mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value

A3

mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value

A4

mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value

Ail

mean slope angle
mean 1.m.s. value

Ai2

mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value

Ai3

mean slope angle
mean 1.m.s. value

B1

mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value

B2

mean slope angle
mean 1.m.s. value

B3

mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value

A B C

slope unit
D E F G H I

J K L M N

mean rating
all units

mean slope angle
all units

c1

mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value
mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value
mean slope angle
mean r m s . value
mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value
mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value
mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value
mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value
mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value
mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value
mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value
mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value
mean slope angle
mean r.m.s. value

22 74 23
71 76 75

57

1

81

71

82
92
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A third slope sub-group includes the type E and F profiles. The E slopes are
convex (fig. 3). The type F slopes all have ken.par values above 0.5 but two of the
profiles are close to concavo-convex forms (fig. 3). The mean slope angles for type E
and ty e F profiles are the lowest recorded along the Na ier Range. The characteristics o type F slopes noted in table I are thus reflectelin the kennedy parameter
values. Low measured angles on a rock cut pediment gradually increase through a
concave section, passing through falling slope angles in the upper slope convexity to
a flat slope crest.
In summary, the variations between the slo e profile types recorded along the
Napier Ran e can be uantified using the kenne y parameter. Visual differences can
be ldentifie in the fie d. The results resented here corroborate qualitative descriptions, with one index for each profi e which characterises the overall slope form.
Three slope profile sub-grou s can be identified using the kennedy parameter. The
divisions may be important or defining associations between slope form and rock
mass properties.
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Rock mass strength

data

The rock mass strength data for the slope profiles are presented in table 3. Values for
each paramter were placed in classes based on the rock mass classification subdivisions (SELBYl980), converted into a weighted rating and added together to give an
aggregate value for each slope unit. MOON (1984) refined the SELBYtechnique by
further dividing the rating scales for intact rock strength and discontinuity spacing.
Rock mass strength values for the Napier Range were calculated using the modified
scales but differences between the two sets of parameters were insi nificant.
Increasing rock mass strength values have corres ondin ly hig er slope angles
(fig. 4). The rock mass strength results calculated in t is stu! c y range from 51 to 97
and are therefore similar to values reported in other studies (SELBY1980, 1982,
MOON& SELBY1983, for example). The correlation of rock mass strength and slope
angle for all the units measured along the Napier Range is r = 0.65. The result is
lower than previous1 reported values. However in the past, correlation coefficients
have usually been ca culated for the units of an individual slope profile. If a similar
approach is applied to the data from the Napiers some transects, such as profile FZ,
have correlation coefficients as high as r = 0.91. The correlations are also higher than
0.65 when calculated on a profile ty e basis. For all the units of type F slopes, the
mean r = 0.75 and for the type B pro iles the mean r = 0.86, for example, close to the
original r = 0.88 value determined by SELBY(1980). The data presented here are
therefore of similar accuracy to the results of other studies.
There are a number of possible explanations for the r = 0.65 value. Firstly, some
of the scatter in fig. 4 may be due to rock mass properties not considered by the
classification. Secondly, the field assessment of some of the rock mass properties
along the Napier Ran e may give a poor indication of their actual control on slope
anglc. Joint infill has a ready been discussed and it is well known that strengthvalues
determined by the Schmidt Hammer provide only a rough guide to intact com res
sive strength. Thirdly, there may be micro-variations within the rock mass whic cannot be identified in the field. None of these alternatives can be corroborated.
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Fig. 4. Relationship between rock mass strength and slope angle for all rock units studied along the
Napier Range.

Another possibility is that profiles with hi h correlations re resent sites where
all the slope units have evolved to strength equi ibrium forms. A1 the units in a plot
of rock mass strength against slope angle lie close to the regression line and well
within the strength equilibrium envelope. Profiles with low correlations, on the
other hand, are associated with transects where some of the slope units are not
strength equilibrium forms, falling outside the strength equilibrium envelope. The
inference is that most, but not all of the slope units along the Napier Range, are at
limiting equilibrium between the inclination of the hillslope and the application of
the rock mass strength classification. Three explanations would account for slopes
which are out of equilibrium:
1. structural controls;
2. locations where solutional weathering has been particularly active, due to a combination of the calcareous rock and tropical climate;
3. relict slope forms from a formerly dominant process.An example here might be
the outflow of groundwater, suggested by the size and large number of ancient tufas
which are present along the bounding slopes of the Range (VILES& GOUDIE,
in
press).
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a

Two data clusters appear on the plot of rock mass strength a ainst slope angle.
One comprises slope units at angles of less than 45" and the ot er slope units at
angles reater than 50". The high angle units have correspondingly high rock mass
strengt values. The bi-model distribution is associated with two slope characteristics. One is the ste ped nature of the type E and F profiles, with steep units separated
by flat benches. T!l e other is the occurrence of free faces in A, Ai, C and D profiles.
Discontinuity spacing is important in determining the size of the massive rock units.

a

Rock mass strength / kennedy pavametev associations
A scatter plot of rock mass strength and the kennedy parameter index can be used to
examine associations between the paramters (fig. 5). Slope profiles with high mean
rock mass strength values have low kennedy parameters, while decreases in rock
mass strength are accompanied by higher ken.par results.
The A and Ai transects have high rock mass strength values and the lowest
kennedy paramters, reflecting rock control on form and the presence of an extensive
free face, rising abruptly from a low angle rock cut pediment. The A slo es all plot
on the far left hand side of the graph away from the remaining data, re lecting the
sharp break of slo e at the base of the cliff and the lack of any toe slope talus deposit.
The E and F pro iles have high ken.par values and low rock mass strength results,
indicating that concavo-convex and convex slope forms have evolved in those parts
of the Range where the limestone is most incompetent, as defined by the rock mass
classification. There is overlap between type E and F profiles. Both slope types are
characterised by contour-parallel rock steps but the type E transects usually have a
particularly noticable free face unit at the pediment junction. The jump from the foot
of the rock outcrop and a gradual decrease in the angle of subsequent measured 5 m
lengths towards the crest of the slope, gives the E slopes the more concave ken.par
values.
Type B and D sloeps have mid-range ken.par values, accompanied by midrange rock mass strength values. The D profiles follow the trend between rock mass
strength and the kennedy aramter set by the other transects but the type B slopes do
not. This is reflected in t e correlation coefficient which is r = 0.88 if the t pe B
rofiles are excluded from the calculation but drops to r = 0.81 if they are inc uded.
h e low type B rock mass strength values are primarily due to the dip of bedding out
of the slope but a complex situation exists here. The mean angle of the main part of
the B slopes is analogous with the dip angle of bedding, suggesting that B transects
are beddin controlled slopes. Cross-joint surface friction across the bedding planes
is enhance by heavily cemented infill. Consequently the B slopes can stand at much
steeper angles than would otherwise be the case. Also the rock mass strength results
are artificially low and as a result the profiles plot further down the y-axis in fig. 4
than should probably be the case. In general terms however, as rock mass strength
decreases, so profile convexity increases. The sketch diagrams (table 1) and profile
plots (fig. 3) confirm this.
The distribution of the points in fig. 4 can be considered in terms of the limestone facies, the Napier formation, the Windjana formation and the Pillara formations. Type A and Ai slope profiles, in other words those with the highest rock mass
strength and lowest ken.par indices, have all developed in the main-reef, Windjana
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Fig. 5. Plot of the kennedy parameter index and mean rock mass strength for slope profiles along the
Napier Range.

limestone. Type B, D and E slopes haveall evolved in the Napier formation. The
presence of massive units within the fore-reef facies varies between sites and exerts a
major influence on both the overall form of the slope and the mean profile rock mass
stren th values. Type F rofiles have developed in the back-reef Pillara limestone
and t e thm, horizontal edding of the unit is reflected in low rock mass strength
values and high kcnnedy parameter results.

a ,

Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the study.
1. A variety of slope profile types exist along the Napier Range.
2. Differences in slope form can be quantitatively defined by the kennedy parameter
index. The surveyed profiles vary between highly concave, concavo-convex and
moderately convcx forms.
3. The rock mass classification system developed by SELBY(1980) has been applied to
the surveyed transects. The data are similar to the results of previous studies and a
plot of rock mass strength for the individual slope units shows that many of the
measured sections fall well within the strength equilibrium envelope. Although the
correlation coefficient for all the data is lower than values reported in previous
studies, plots for man of the individual transects give r values which are higher than
the critical 0.88 thres old.
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4. B ag regating data for slo e transects clear associations can be identified between
pro ile s ape, as defined by !tl e kennedy parameter and rock mass strength. Specific
slope types are associated with articular rock mass strength values. Associations
between slope from and material roperties, as defined by rock mass strength in
previous studies, have been baseBon the angles of individual units. The results
presented here show that material properties can be considered in terms of a form
parameter which is indicative of the overall shape of the slope, rather than individual
unit angle measurements.
5. A continuum of slope ~rofilesexists for the Napicr Range, varying between high
rock mass strength / low value ken.par forms to low rock mass strength / high value
ken.par forms. Within the continuum the importancc of specific rock mass properties can be identified in controlling between-site variations in rock mass strength and
s l o ~ eform.
6. The continuum from type A to F slopes is related to differences in the three
limestone units of the Napier Range, both in terms of associations between s ecific
rock formations and slo e morphology and also relations between the di ferent
litholoeical units and roc mass ~arameters.
7. The rock mass classification technique has been used in a hitherto unexamined
environment and on slopes which, although all map ed as part of the same Devonian
. differences
.
reef complex, have been shown to have significant etween-slte
in material properties.
Further work looking in detail at the geotechnical and total discontinuity
characteristics of the slope profiles would provide detail on the accuracy of the
results resented here. In particular, it is frequently the case that the orientation of
the tota discontinuity pattern, rather than just the general dip of joints, is important
in controlling the nature of block detachment and slope form (BEAVIS1985).
Nevertheless, the results resented here elucidate fundamental relationships between
rock mass properties an slope from.
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